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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Gregorio “Greg” Chavez, Jr. was born in November of 1932 in Robstown, Texas, to Gregorio Chavez, Sr. and Aurora Hughes Chavez. His father was from Burgos, Tamaulipas, Mexico and immigrated to the United States in 1913. His mother was born in Brownsville, Texas. Gregorio and Aurora were married in 1929. Greg’s parents were migrant farm workers who found and followed seasonal work in the 1930s and 1940s in the south and southwest United States as well as Indiana and Michigan. There were four children in the Chavez family, Greg being the eldest. Greg has also an older sibling from his mother’s previous marriage. By 1948, the Chavez family bought a home and settled in Grand Rapids, Michigan, where his father worked as farmer. Additionally Gregorio, Sr. worked as a laborer at American Excelsior Corporation in Grand Rapids.

While in Michigan, Greg attended South High in Grand Rapids and graduated in 1952. Shortly after graduation, he enlisted in the United States Air Force where he completed his training at Randolph Air Force base in Texas. While stationed in Texas, he met and married Rosa Garza in 1954, before being deployed to Korea. Rosa and Greg had five children. During his twenty year Air Force military career, Greg was stationed stateside and abroad in Japan, Korea and Germany. During one of his stateside station assignments, he and his family lived in Roswell, New Mexico. While stationed at the Walker Air Force Base in Roswell, Greg worked as a Nuclear Weapons Technician during the Cuban Missile Crisis.

After retiring from the Air Force in 1972, Greg, Rosa and their children settled in South Bend, Indiana. Greg worked in the electronics sector for Burroughs Corporation for a few years before opening up his own business called Molino, which made and distributed tortillas in North Central Indiana and Michigan. After closing his business, Greg entered into the education field. In 1980 he began to work for the Bilingual Services Department for the School Corporation of South Bend. While employed with the school corporation, Greg actively worked with the Latino student population and their parents, informing and engaging them in the 21st Century Scholars program. After leaving the school corporation, Greg continued to work within the Latino youth population in South Bend and surrounding counties. He continues to actively recruit and engage with Latino high school students for The Page Program at the Indiana State House.

In 2015, Greg was a recipient of the Sagamore of the Wabash, one of Indiana’s highest honors. In 2016, Greg was also nominated to serve as one of the torch bearers in St. Joseph County for the statewide Torch Relay program that celebrated Indiana’s State Bicentennial.

On the day of this interview, Greg is 84 years old

Sources:
Information in Collection
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

This manuscript was transcribed from a digitally audio recorded interview conducted on December 6, 2016 at the South Bend Public Library in South Bend, Indiana, by Nicole Martinez-LeGrand, Indiana Historical Society’s (IHS) Multicultural Collections Coordinator for the project. The transcription has been lightly edited, in March 2018. The interview, which includes the audio recording and the transcript, is housed at the William H. Smith Memorial Library, Eugene and Marilyn Glick Indiana History Center, Indianapolis, Indiana. Readers of this oral history interview should bear in mind that it is a transcript of the spoken word. Although the transcript has been lightly edited, IHS has diligently sought to preserve its informal, conversational style, as well as the integrity of the interview’s content. While some attempt has been taken to explain through footnotes some of the facts given by the interviewee, IHS is not responsible for the factual accuracy of the interview’s content or for the views expressed within. The audio recording remains unedited.
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